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LARA WEISIGER

From: Cathy Leong <cathy@cairdea.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 19, 2017 3:26 PM
To: Trish Spencer; Frank Matarrese; Marilyn Ezzy Ashcraft; Malia Vella; Jim Oddie
Cc: LARA WEISIGER; Jennifer Ott
Subject: Re: CONCERN! DO NOT SUPPORT the Bay Farm Transportation planDO NOT APPROVE
Attachments: CHBIOA BOD Resolution-Transportation Choices Plan.pdf

Brief note as I will be unable to attend the January City Council Meeting, bottom line. PLEASE DO NOT 
SUPPORT the current transportation plan as proposed for Harbor Bay/Bay Farm Island. 
There are many better ways to utilize that money. 
Thank you 

Cathy Leong    cathy@cairdea.com 
Cairdea Design & Marketing  friendship at work www.cairdea.com 
2517 Blanding Avenue, Alameda CA 94501 
work: 510-748-9708x107  fax:510-748-9020  cell:510-306-0223 

NOTICE: I will be OOO starting 12-20-17, any projects, let's jump on those this week - Cheers! 

On Tue, Nov 7, 2017 at 1:40 PM, Cathy Leong <cathy@cairdea.com> wrote: 
Dear Madam Mayor, Vice Mayor, Council Members; 

 I was just made aware today.  I find it very interesting that this is a proposal being considered that I’ve heard 
absolutely nothing about until now— and, our Council Members haven’t heard from HBI residents about this 
AND it will save buses only 3 minutes if true? 

PLEASE DO NOT APPROVE THIS 

those of us who reside on 
 Bay Farm are  
extremely  
concerned about this  
(well those who have actually heard anything about this proposed ridiculous  
Transportation Plan for BFI 
which if approved, will remove the median along  beautiful Island Drive and replace it with an 
express bus lane one way. 
The Council will vote to approve or not this Tuesday November 7th 

He says if the bus is allowed to precede( a special  traffic light for the bus) the cars at Doolittle and 
Island then 
the bus could save time. How much time? Maybe that where the 3 minutes savings comes from on 
the Plan. 
However, what happens after Doolittle and buses going onto the narrow streets of High st, Fernisde 
and even Otis. 
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Are these buses themselves going to be a hazard if there are many of them? if there are not many of 
them, then how much good could this plan do for commuting 
 
not to mention distroying the culture of our neighborhood by removing the marvelous 40+ year old 
trees which we all know, once they are gone, no going back.  
 
 
Cathy Leong    cathy@cairdea.com 
Cairdea Design & Marketing  friendship at work www.cairdea.com 
2517 Blanding Avenue, Alameda CA 94501 
work: 510-748-9708x107  fax:510-748-9020  cell:510-306-0223 

Holiday AND Trade Show seasons are upon us...need ideas?? 

 

 
 
 

 




















































































